MWs: Events

场 / 場  
chǎng
Large event (such as a demonstration, war, a conflict, a heavy rain, a fight, etc.)

次 / 次  
cì
Time, occurrence (such as World War II, three times, etc.)

段 / 段  
duàn
A Period of Time (such as a love affair, a past event, etc.)

番 / 番  
fān
An activity that requires significant effort, or a long period of time (such as a stretch of good weather, etc.)

件 / 件  
jiàn
Incident, circumstance, thing.

节 / 节  
jié
Event, episode (such as one class from a course or series, a series of continuing events: a course, TV series, etc.)

刻 / 刻  
kè
A moment (of anger, madness, etc.)

门 / 門  
mén
A subject or series of classes.

趟 / 趟  
tàng
Trip (such as a tour, a wasted trip, a trip to Italy, etc.)

席 / 席  
xí
Banquet.

阵 / 陣  
zhèn
Sudden, passing event (such as a gust of wind, quick rain shower, etc.)